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1. Airborne sound insulation in puhlic buildings 

Acoustic problems will be restricted in the foUo"wing to airborne sound 
insulation, on the other hand, to public buildings. Protection against impact 
sounds is much simplf'L as seen in Fig. 1. The figure shows a mechanical solu
tion [I] developed about 50 years ago. Among architectural solutions the wall 
to wall carpet floor is pointed out. 

In 1979/80 our Department carried out investigation to have a survey 
Df sound insulation in public buildings constru<::ted in recent years mainly by 
system-building. Unfortunately, the greater part of them did not meet even 
minimum requirements for airborne sound insulation. Figure 2 demonstrates 
the airborne sound insulation properties of school huildings. Sound insulation 

Fig. 1. A brilliant method of protection against impact sounds [1] 

.. Submitted at the Conference in honour of Prof. Dr. L:iszl6 G:ibor, ~ray 13, 1981. 
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Fig. 2 . .:\dequaey uf airhnnl('~ :-(lund ill~lllatioll bel \n.~f'll 1'1a:-;~rn()!llS. a) 'lertical: 
b) h',riz()!ll a1 

hct'ween cla'3sruoll1s separated liy flnnT" is in general ~ati:,Llctory. h("n',,{'1', 
in 54~!/~ of th(· eases ~nUlld insulation Llf't"\\-e{-'n rOOl1!::: ~('parat(~d try part itic:ns 

had to he qualified "illadequat(:". :\.150 the gTe,lt difference hetween the results 
is striking. The performance the "Wur:,t solution was hy 2,1 dB hehind the 
requirements, amI by -10 dB jwhind the hest sulutiun. Though. ZlnJ 
rcseaTchers did their llest to solye acoustic problems. 

Failure of sound insulation ]}f'tween rooms :3eparated by a \\"all partly 
arises from the eUE'tom of designer::; of "thinking in terms of the dividing 
structure alone". This thinking ha;; evolved in the period of massive huilding 
systems with load-lwaring structural walls, and was at its time modern, 
because in these Eystems the partition and the floor 'were determinant for sound 
insulation JJetween adjacent rooms. In actual huilding systems the partition 
is not determinant any more, especially he cause of flanking sound propagation 
through suspended ceilings, outer wall;; and other structures. 
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2. Examples for dominant flanking sound transmission 

Flanking transmission has already heen mentioned in old reference 
hooks. As an example, Figure 3 in the hook of the Society of German Engineers 
(VD I), published in 1934, is referred to [1]. The presented mistake is character
istic of many lightweight huildings. In case of a lightweight huilding system 
the designer applied an excellent partition, hut was ohli-dous of the flanking 
path through the sOUll(l-ab~orhent suspf'nclecl ceiling, a mistake yery difficult 
to correct a,; seen from the cOlllparison of curn's a and r in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 3. IIlmtnllioll of the flanking: eff('ct ill 19::q [1] 

Fi;. 1. Flunking effect cuu>ed hy a sound-absorbent sH>pcnded ceiling: (1) Sound reduction 
index of the partition in a flanking-free laboratory: b) and c) ApP'lrent sound reduetion 
index in ,itu. 1. >teel sheet: ~. glass \\'ool: 3. gypsum board: ·L perforated aluminiuIll plate 
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Figure 5 illustrates the flanking effect of the corridor wall. The double 
stud partition was tested in a reinforced concrete building and certified to be 
suitable for school buildings (see curve (I in Fig. 5). This wall system was 
applied in school buildings combined with an 8 cm thick gypsum-perlite 
corridor wall. The standard test result is represented by curve b. The flanking 
effect is ohvious. Results in Fig. 5 point out the field tpst result to he typical 
of the entire system and other factors involved, rather than of the partition 
as a subsystem, thus, sound insulation of each subsystem (e.g. partition) 
must not be tested under fielel conditions, nor talked about, and the sub

system must not be certified "acoustically suitable" - contrary to practice in 
this country. 

Flanking sound paths may also occur in other than lightweight huildings, 
as seen from the pxample in Fig. 6. In a school building designed with rein
forced concrete frame,\~ork. double partitions of solid brick, 12 cm thick each, 
separated the classrooms. Sound reduction index of such a \\~all tested in a 
flanking-free laboratory is presented hy eurye a in Fig. 6. Result of the field 
test was hy about 20 dB worse (see em'ye b). Obyiously this result is determined 
by flanking paths such as exists in the 6 em hollow hrick partition between 
the classrooms and the corridor. 

Also the flanking sound transmission through the outer wall can be 
determinant for the sound insulation between adjacent rooms, as seen in 
Fig. 7. In two r.c. structured school buildings the same partition system was 
used (see junctions (I and b in Fig. 7) but junctions between the outer wall 
and the partition much differed. In case (I, the wall was discontinuous at 
the reinforced concrete column where much of the i'tructurc-hornc sound energy 
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Fig. 5. Flanking effect dne to a lightweight corridor wall: 1. Reinforced concrete columll: 
2. steel stud: 3. ~ leaves of 12,5 mm gypsum board: 4. 8 cm gypsum-perlite block wall: 5. 

mineral wool: 6. gypmm jointing 
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Fig. 6. Flanking effect due to a hollow brick corridor wall 1. 12 em solid brick: 2.fplastering; 
3. continuous air gap: -1. 6 cm hollow brick: 5. reinforced concrete column: 6. mineral wool: 

7. 2 leaves of 12.5 mm gypsum board 
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Fig. 7. Flanking effect due to a strip window (the source and receiving rooms are apart): 
1. Reinforced concrete column: 2. windows between columns: 3. "trip window: 4. hollow 

brick: 5. plastering: 6. air gap 

is reflected. In case b, strip windows wcre applied, probably because of aesthet
ic reasons. Here the designer - unaware gave up the structure-borne 
sound insulation at the r.c. column and created a flanking path. The effect 
of this path can be proved by a measurement according to the arrangement in 
Fig. 7. (A third room has been inserted between the source and the receiving 
rooms.) In case b the sound insulation between rooms is in general by 10 dB 
lower than in case a. 
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3. Effect of junctions hetween suhsystems 

There are complicated case:;: with seyeral flanking paths, nevertheless 
not these hut triyial de:;:ign or construction defects cause the problem. Such a 
complex case is C'xemplifiC'd in Fig. 8. In a comhinC'd huilding system, a Le. 
framework, hollow hrick and glass concrete partition~. as -well as curtain 
walls were used. In Fig. 8. the following sound paths are seen: 

-/~~- ---- -~"'.'" 

Fig. 8. fla!lkin~ path~ and their cffect:s in a building: uf Inixed cO;1.;;tnH:tinn: L H.einforced 
COIlcrete ,,"all: 2. pla::-tered !tollo\\- hrick '\\"aH 10 ('Ill thick: :). ~.da:-:,~-('oH(·n~te wan: .1-. cnrtain 

,,-all: 3_ -f mm fibre hnarrl !illi:lg 

Direct path _-\ aeros::: tllt' 10 cm thick light,q'ight block partition wall 
(with a sound rC'duC'tion index illustratl'd hy CUl"Y(' A): 
direct path B. through the jointing denwnt J)('t,\-e<'11 th,' p:;rtitinn and th" 
eurtain wall (of it;; effpc t no con,'rpte inf.irmatioll is ayailahl('); 

flanking path D through t he glas~ concrpt (' eorritlor 'I-all: 

flanking path C through the doors op"iling to the common corridor: 
flanking path E through the curtain wall char:tcterizt'd hy cnnT E. ~lctcr
mined in the laboratory of thi:3 Departnwnt. 

SOllnd in:3ulation hetween adjacent rooms is extraordinarily 10,," and in 
aycrage hy 10 dB 10\n'r than the sound insulation of the hollow brick partition 
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(see curve A) indicating that the critical clement of sound transmission 15 

not the partition. According to curve E, also the curtain ,\"a11 has to he excluded. 
The doors and the glass concrete (paths C and D) can be exonerated on the 
hasis of experience. Accordingly, the defect can he attributed - according to 
the (hawing x in Fig. 8 to the junction between the curtain wall and thc 

partition (path B). 
Junction het'we"ll the curtain wall and the partition is often acoustically 

imperfect. Lnsealed gap'" or "pottered" joint .. Ien1f'nts alien to system-building 
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Fig. I). Sound in"lllation of two t ypei' of jointing elements bet\\'ccn the partition and the curtain 
wall 1. 10 mIll gypsum board: ~. 6 mm asbestos cement: 3. 1..5 mIll steel plate: .t, damping 
material BARY-X. 8 kg/m": 5. as -\ but 12 kg/mz: 6. mineral wool 110 kg/m": 7. curtain wall 
with high flanking sound insulation: 8. silicon paste: 9. "eparation wall of the lahoratory 

are rather frequent. For a sealing band 'wide enough, the order of layers in 
the joint structure may he wrong, although it is not too difficult to make a 
jointing element with a high sound insulation, as shown in Fig. 9. 

Often also connections between curtain wall and floor raise problems. 
In Fig. 10, different types of connections between curtain walls and floors are 
compared. In case (I. hoth the floor and the suspended ceiling are tightly 
joined to the curt ain 'fal1. the connection can he considered as accomplished. 
Curye (I attp8t5 tlw excellent acoustic properties of floors with suspended 
ceiling properly carrif>d out. The much worse result for solution b in Fig. 10 
ariscs from the uSt' of perforated suspended ceiling. Effect of the poor joint 
hetween curtain wall and floor appears from the great difference between 
cm·,-es c and Cl in Fig. 10. 

4 
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Fig. 10. Effect of the joint het ,,'('en emtain wall and floor on the ~ound insulation bet,,'een 
vertically adjacent rooms. 1. Curtain wall: ::. fluted ,teel floor with 8 cm concrete topping; 
3. solid concrete slab 20 cm thick: ·1-. suspended ceiling ,\'ithout perforation, 8 kg/m2; 5. per
forated aluminium plate suspended f'ciling with glass wool hlanket: G. floor finish: 7. fibre 

board lining 

4. Problem;; of designing ami evaluating !"oum!. insulation 

Within thi," ,'ery complicated Enel ramified Ulntter, ~ome ideas have to be 
presented on the relation between SUhSYSL(:1ll proper·ties and system charac
teristics (more exactly, sound insulation between rooms in an erected building). 

In system-huilding the designer is concerned ahoyl' all 'with the require
ments for each of the subsystems. As referred to aJJoye, the resultant sound 
insulation is the common feature of the sub:::ystems and their joint:::. The 
requirement refers to this final result, permitting, in turn, to establish by 
mathcmatical methods the set of requirements for each subsystem [3]. Of 
this set thc most suita hIe one ha~ to be chosen. As a simple example, let us 
suppose that the system selected for the construction of a school huilding 
features two flanking paths through walls and floors. Requirements for the 

subsystems may he detuminecl according to the following VarietIes. 

Yariety 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Field requirement: 
according: to 
Hungarian 
standard 

:l1S.04.601-80 
Rt~ 

Requirement;;:; for 5ubsp·tcms 

Partition Suspended External 

R;,w ceiling wall 
R~.U' R~,w 

55 48 62 
52 52 52 
·17 62 62 
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Demands and possibilities determined in the ahove varieties may be 
formulated as foIlo'ws: 

Case 1. In possession of a highly sound insulating partItIOn and a poor sus
pended ceiling, practically no flanking path is permitted in the exter
nal wall. 

Case 2. For an identity between the effects of direct and flanking paths 
arising from the suhsystems and their joints (relatively easy to realize), 
the requirement for the suhsystems is by ;) dB higher than that for 

the entire system. 
Case 3. The requirement f.)r the partition is the same as that for the complete 

system if there is no flanking path at all (conceivable only for tracli
tional building ",ystems). 

A yery import ant rule is valid in every ease: if the system comprises a 
flanking path, the requirement for the subsystem of walls and floors is always 
more rigorous than that for the complete system. 

In this spiriL suggestions have bcen made for the design of partitions 

and two types of "uspencled ceilings in the ALBA-CLASP system (,:;ee emye 
a in Fig. 11). The flanking sound insulation of the unperforated gypsum sus
pended eeiling was found to be satisfactory (see curve b in Fig. 12) but the 
perforated variety proved to he rather inadequate from this point of vi,"'.v 
(curve c in Fig. 12). To improve the flanking sound imulation, Cl de~ign accorll
ing to joint ({ in Fig. 12, i.e. et double wall in the plenum above the partition 
was 8llgge5ted, reO'ulting in an improvement hy 14 dB oyer the unperfora [ed 
suspendpd ceiling (compare curves (l and b in Fig. 12). The t"in) __ arieties ,wn: 
also testeel under fiel<1 eonc1itiollS, thc partition and un other faetors heing 

identical. Laboratory tests suggested superiority of variety Cl also under field 
conditions. Our suhjectivc personal ohsl'l'vatiom: confirmed this supposition. 
The tests, howpyer, made according to Hungarian standard lISz 181.5"1- 72, 
belied our hopes, namely hoth yarietie,; got the same qualification: neither of 
them met th(' Handard requirements. The final condusioll is that standard test 
and e,-a1uation results do llot express the r(:a1 acoui'tie performance, espeeiall y: 

if the effects of flanking paths are not negligible; 
if sound absorbent linings are in the rooms; 

if the rooms arc spacious. 

In ease of nc'w building ;;;ystems applied especially for public huildings, 
at least one of the items aboye prevails, thu;;;, in such instances the ;;;tandarc1 
eyaluation would lead to erroneous conclusion;;;. Fun.clamf'ntals of a n.ew 
evaluation system are foun.d in [4]. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the results of laboratory and fidd measurements 011 a partItIOn of a 
lightweight buildin!! system. 1. 1 ~ mm l'emesto hoard BETO"YP: ::. -l.O mm mineral \\'001 
. 110 kg/m3 : :3: u;lperforated gypsum sll"l'endl:d ceiling: !. sili"on paste sealing 
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Fig. 12. Example for improving the flanking :,ou11d transmission los<; through perforated 
suspended ceiling. 1. Perforated gypsum; ~. glass wool: 3. aluminium foil paper; 4. gypsum 

plaster 011 metal lath: 5. separation wall in the laboratory: 6. unperforated gypsum 
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5. Conclusions 

In new building "y,-tpms. sound insulation betwcen the rooms is mainly 
determined by the direct sound insulation of the dividing subsystem, as well 
as hy the flanking SOl111d insulation, defined by the other subsystems and their 
joints. Thc requirement depending on the intendcd use of the building to 
he checked hy field measurement - refers to the resultant of direct and flank
ing sound insulation. 

The sound insulation requirements for subsystems haye to be interpreted 

as components of the resultant ahoye, and determined by mathematical 
methods. Since many varieties of the possibilities may suit a given purpose, 
suit ahility of single ~uhsystel11s detached from the other factors - cannot 

be spoken of. 
Aeoustie requirement;: valid at present cannot ht, directly applied to 

judge- the s1l1JsY5tem:, and estahlishments in system-building. ::'\either do these 
requirement:" proYide an adequate basis for the de5ign. 
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Summary 

Sound insulation bet ,,"cen rooms separated by walls in public buildings in some ne,,' 
building systems is generally unsatisfactory. In most cases, howeyer. not the partition is 
"guilty" but the acoustically i)!llored joints between subsystems, and the !,Q·called flanking 
sound propagation in structures joining the partition (e.g. !'uspended eeiling, external wall). 
Sound in!'ulation found in field te,ts is the resultant of acoustie properties of the subsystems 
and their joint,. 

Specifieation" concern the re,.ultant ,ol1nd insulation, deduction of the requirement
for subsystems relie:, on. 
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